
  again 1364 #  Expanded Dictionary Study

  again 1364 # dis {dece}; adverb from 1417; twice: -- {again},
twice.[ql ***. Dis. See 2203.[ql

  asunder 1371 # dichotomeo {dee-khot-om-eh'-o}; from a compound
of a derivative of 1364 and a derivative of temno (to cut); to
bisect, i.e. (by extension) to flog severely: -- cut {asunder}
(in sunder).[ql

  at 1369 # dichazo {dee-khad'-zo}; from a derivative of 1364;
to make apart, i.e. sunder (figuratively, alienate): -- set {at}
variance.[ql

  cut 1371 # dichotomeo {dee-khot-om-eh'-o}; from a compound of
a derivative of 1364 and a derivative of temno (to cut); to
bisect, i.e. (by extension) to flog severely: -- {cut} asunder
(in sunder).[ql

  Didymus 1324 # Didumos {did'-oo-mos}; prolongation from 1364;
double, i.e. twin; Didymus, a Christian: -- {Didymus}.[ql

  division 1370 # dichostsis {dee-khos-tas-ee'-ah}; from a
derivative of 1364 and 4714; disunion, i.e. (figuratively)
dissension: -- {division}, sedition.[ql

  double 1362 # diplous {dip-looce'}; from 1364 and (probably)
the base of 4119; two-fold: -- {double}, two-fold more.[ql

  double 1374 # dipsuchos {dip'-soo-khos}; from 1364 and 5590;
two-spirited, i.e. vacillating (in opinion or purpose): --
{double} minded.[ql

  double-tongued 1351 # dilogos {dil'-og-os}; from 1364 and 3056;
 equivocal, i.e. telling a different story: -- {double-tongued}.
[ql

  doubt 1365 # distazo {dis-tad'-zo}; from 1364; properly, to
duplicate, i.e. (ment.) to waver (in opinion): -- {doubt}.[ql

  edges 1366 # distomos {dis'-tom-os}; from 1364 and 4750;
double-edged: -- with two {edges}, two-edged.[ql

  hundred 1250 # diakosioi {dee-ak-os'-ee-oy}; from 1364 and
1540; two hundred: -- two {hundred}.[ql

  in 1371 # dichotomeo {dee-khot-om-eh'-o}; from a compound of a
derivative of 1364 and a derivative of temno (to cut); to bisect,
 i.e. (by extension) to flog severely: -- cut asunder ({in}
sunder).[ql

  meet 1337 # dithalassos {dee-thal'-as-sos}; from 1364 and 2281;
 having two seas, i.e. a sound with a double outlet: -- where
two seas {meet}.[ql

  minded 1374 # dipsuchos {dip'-soo-khos}; from 1364 and 5590;
two-spirited, i.e. vacillating (in opinion or purpose): --
double {minded}.[ql

  more 1362 # diplous {dip-looce'}; from 1364 and (probably) the
base of 4119; two-fold: -- double, two-fold {more}.[ql

  old 1332 # dietes {dee-et-ace'}; from 1364 and 2094; of two
years (in age): -- two years {old}.[ql
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  seas 1337 # dithalassos {dee-thal'-as-sos}; from 1364 and 2281;
 having two seas, i.e. a sound with a double outlet: -- where
two {seas} meet.[ql

  sedition 1370 # dichostsis {dee-khos-tas-ee'-ah}; from a
derivative of 1364 and 4714; disunion, i.e. (figuratively)
dissension: -- division, {sedition}.[ql

  set 1369 # dichazo {dee-khad'-zo}; from a derivative of 1364;
to make apart, i.e. sunder (figuratively, alienate): -- {set} at
variance.[ql

  sunder 1371 # dichotomeo {dee-khot-om-eh'-o}; from a compound
of a derivative of 1364 and a derivative of temno (to cut); to
bisect, i.e. (by extension) to flog severely: -- cut asunder (in
{sunder}).[ql

  thousand 1367 # dischilioi {dis-khil'-ee-oy}; from 1364 and
5507; two thousand: -- two {thousand}.[ql

  tribute 1323 # didrachmon {did'-rakh-mon}; from 1364 and 1406;
a double drachma (didrachm): -- {tribute}.[ql

  twice 1364 # dis {dece}; adverb from 1417; twice: -- again,
{twice}.[ql ***. Dis. See 2203.[ql

  two 1250 # diakosioi {dee-ak-os'-ee-oy}; from 1364 and 1540;
two hundred: -- {two} hundred.[ql

  two 1332 # dietes {dee-et-ace'}; from 1364 and 2094; of two
years (in age): -- {two} years old.[ql

  two 1337 # dithalassos {dee-thal'-as-sos}; from 1364 and 2281;
having two seas, i.e. a sound with a double outlet: -- where
{two} seas meet.[ql

  two 1366 # distomos {dis'-tom-os}; from 1364 and 4750; double-
edged: -- with {two} edges, two-edged.[ql

  two 1367 # dischilioi {dis-khil'-ee-oy}; from 1364 and 5507;
two thousand: -- {two} thousand.[ql

  two-edged 1366 # distomos {dis'-tom-os}; from 1364 and 4750;
double-edged: -- with two edges, {two-edged}.[ql

  two-fold 1362 # diplous {dip-looce'}; from 1364 and (probably)
the base of 4119; two-fold: -- double, {two-fold} more.[ql

  variance 1369 # dichazo {dee-khad'-zo}; from a derivative of
1364; to make apart, i.e. sunder (figuratively, alienate): --
set at {variance}.[ql

  where 1337 # dithalassos {dee-thal'-as-sos}; from 1364 and
2281; having two seas, i.e. a sound with a double outlet: --
{where} two seas meet.[ql

  with 1366 # distomos {dis'-tom-os}; from 1364 and 4750; double-
edged: -- {with} two edges, two-edged.[ql

  years 1332 # dietes {dee-et-ace'}; from 1364 and 2094; of two
years (in age): -- two {years} old.[ql
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